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Abstract
In this paper we give sufficient and necessary conditions on a strongly regular ring of coefficients R and
a monoid of nonnegative exponents S such that the generalized power series ring RS is right Bezout. It is
shown that all such generalized power series rings are right distributive. We also study when a generalized
power series ring over a von Neumann regular ring has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
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1. Introduction
A ring R is right (respectively left) Bezout if all its finitely generated right (respectively left)
ideals are principal, and R is right (respectively left) ℵ0-injective if any homomorphism from a
countably generated right (respectively left) ideal of R into R extends to a right (respectively left)
R-module endomorphism of R. In [1] Brewer, Rutter and Watkins proved that a commutative
power series ring Rx being Bezout is equivalent to R being an ℵ0-injective von Neumann
regular ring as well as being equivalent to Rx having weak dimension less than or equal to
one. In the noncommutative case the Bezout condition has appeared naturally in Tuganbaev’s
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immediate consequence of [9, Theorem 4] and [10, Theorem 3], where a ring R is said to be
right distributive if the lattice of right ideals of R is distributive. Recall that a ring R is strongly
regular if for any a ∈ R there exists x ∈ R such that a = a2x (i.e., R is von Neumann regular
and reduced).
Theorem 1 (Tuganbaev). For any ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) Rx is right Bezout and R is strongly regular.
(2) Rx is right Bezout and R is right quasi-invariant (i.e., all maximal right ideals of R are
ideals).
(3) Rx is right Bezout and the right annihilator of each element of R is an ideal of R.
(4) Rx is right distributive.
(5) Rx has weak dimension less than or equal to one and all idempotents of R are central.
(6) R is ℵ0-injective strongly regular.
Interesting results on noncommutative Bezout power series rings were obtained by Herbera
in [4], where she proved, among others, the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Herbera). Let R be a left ℵ0-injective von Neumann regular ring. Then
(i) [4, Theorem 1.8] Rx is right Bezout,
(ii) [4, Corollary 1.9] Rx has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
Motivated by the results of Herbera and Tuganbaev, in this paper we study the right Bezout
condition for generalized power series rings, with the restriction to monoids of exponents with
all elements nonnegative. In particular, we extend Theorem 1 to such rings (see Theorem 23) and
prove an analogue of Theorem 2 for such rings (see Theorem 15).
Throughout this paper all rings are associative and with identity. The set of positive integers
is denoted by N. The symbol ⊂ stands for proper inclusion of sets. Given a ring R, the zero
ideal of R will be denoted by 0, the right uniform dimension of R by u.dim(RR), and the right
annihilator of a subset T ⊆ R by rR(T ).
2. Preliminaries
Generalized power series rings were introduced by Ribenboim (see [7]). Let S be a strictly or-
dered monoid, that is, (S, ·) is a (not necessarily commutative) semigroup with identity, equipped
with an order  such that if x < y then sx < sy and xs < ys for all x, y, s ∈ S. Given a
ring R (not necessarily commutative), consider the set A of all maps f :S → R whose sup-
port supp(f ) = {s ∈ S | f (s) = 0} is artinian (i.e., it does not contain any infinite strictly
decreasing chains of elements) and narrow (i.e., it does not contain infinite subsets of pairwise
order-incomparable elements). If f,g ∈ A and s ∈ S, it turns out that the set {(x, y) ∈ S × S |
xy = s, f (x) = 0, g(y) = 0} is finite, so that one may perform the usual convolution product
fg:
(fg)(s) =
∑
f (x)g(y).xy=s
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generalized power series with coefficients in R and exponents in S. We will denote the ring by
RS (the alternative symbol RS, is often used by other authors), and we will use the same
symbol 1 to denote the identity elements of the monoid S, the ring R, and the ring RS. To any
r ∈ R and s ∈ S we associate the maps cr , fs ∈ RS defined by
cr(x) =
{
r if x = 1,
0 otherwise, fs(x) =
{1 if x = s,
0 otherwise.
It is clear that r 	→ cr is a ring embedding of R into RS, s 	→ fs is a monoid embedding of S
into the multiplicative monoid of the ring RS, and crfs = fscr .
Recall that a strictly ordered monoid S is said to be positively strictly ordered if s  1 for all
s ∈ S. As we announced earlier, the studies in this paper are restricted to generalized power series
rings RS such that S is a positively strictly ordered monoid. Note that in this case (fg)(1) =
f (1)g(1) for any f,g ∈ RS.
One of the aims of the paper is to characterize right Bezout generalized power series rings
RS with coefficients in a strongly regular ring R and exponents in a positively strictly ordered
monoid S. Clearly, every strongly regular ring R is Dedekind-finite, i.e., for any a, b ∈ R, ab = 1
implies ba = 1. Thus, by the next lemma, in this paper only such positively strictly ordered
monoids S that are right chain are of interest. Recall that a monoid S is said to be right (respec-
tively left) chain [3] if the right (respectively left) ideals of S are totally ordered by set inclusion,
i.e., for any s, t ∈ S, either sS ⊆ tS or tS ⊂ sS (respectively either Ss ⊆ St or St ⊂ Ss).
Lemma 3. Let R be a ring and S a positively strictly ordered monoid. If RS is right Bezout
and R is Dedekind-finite, then S is right chain.
Proof. Assume that A = RS is right Bezout and R is Dedekind-finite. Suppose that S is not
right chain. Then there exist s, t ∈ S with sS  tS and tS  sS. Since A is right Bezout, for some
f,g,h, k ∈ A we have
fs = (fsf + ftg)h and ft = (fsf + ftg)k. (1)
Since t /∈ sS, we deduce from the first part of (1) that
0 = fs(t) = (fsf h)(t) + (ftgh)(t) = ft (t)(gh)(1) = g(1)h(1).
Similarly, using that s /∈ tS, one gets 1 = fs(s) = f (1)h(1), and since R is Dedekind-finite,
h(1)f (1) = 1 follows. Hence g(1) = g(1)h(1)f (1) = 0. Now, applying the second part of (1),
we obtain 1 = ft (t) = g(1)k(1) = 0, a contradiction. 
Let S be a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid and s, t any elements of S. Then,
since S is right chain, there exists x ∈ S such that s = tx or t = sx. Since x  1, it follows that
s  t or t  s. Thus we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let S be a positively strictly ordered monoid. If S is right chain, then S is totally
ordered.
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follows by a more sophisticated argument: if the converse were true, then all right chain positively
strictly ordered monoids would be left chain. Below, for further use, we present an example of a
right chain positively strictly ordered monoid that is not left chain.
Example 5. Let G be a totally ordered group with identity element 1, and σ an endomorphism
of G such that σ(G) ⊂ G and for all a, b ∈ G, a < b implies σ(a) < σ(b). Let S be the set of
all pairs (n, a) such that n is a nonnegative integer and a ∈ G, except for the pairs of the form
(0, a) with a < 1. Define an operation on S by (n, a)(m,b) = (n + m,σm(a)b) and order S
lexicographically (i.e., (n, a)  (m,b) if and only if either n < m or n = m and a  b). Then
S is a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid. However, for any a ∈ G \ σ(G) we have
(1,1) /∈ S(2, a) and (2, a) /∈ S(1,1), so S is not left chain.
For a concrete example, one can apply the above construction to the additive group of integers
(with the usual order) and the endomorphism σ(x) = 2x.
By Lemma 4, every right chain positively strictly ordered monoid S is totally ordered, so
in this case elements of RS are those functions f :S → R whose support is well-ordered.
Therefore, as a direct consequence of [2, Theorem 7.5], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Let R be a ring, S a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid and f ∈ RS.
Then f is a unit of RS if and only if f (1) is a unit of R.
Lemma 4 implies that each right chain positively strictly ordered monoid S is cancellative,
so if S is cyclic (i.e., for some s ∈ S all elements of S are powers of s) and nontrivial, then for
any ring R the generalized power series ring RS is isomorphic to the usual power series ring
Rx, for which we already have the results of Herbera and Tuganbaev. Therefore, in this paper
we are interested in such right chain positively strictly ordered monoids that are not cyclic. They
are characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let S be a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid. Then S is not cyclic if and
only if S contains an infinite sequence of elements t, s1, s2, s3, . . . such that
s1 < s2 < s3 < · · · < t. (2)
Proof. By Lemma 4, S is totally ordered. Assume that S is not cyclic. We start with the case
when the set S \ {1} contains a minimal element s. Since S is not cyclic, there exists t ∈ S \
{1, s, s2, s3, . . .}. If the sequence s < s2 < s3 < · · · is not bounded by t , then for some i ∈ N
we have si < t < si+1. Thus there exist x, y ∈ S \ {1} such that t = six and si+1 = ty. Hence
si+1 = sixy, which leads to s = xy  s2, a contradiction. Therefore si < t for every i, and
putting si = si we get a sequence (2). We are left with the case when S \ {1} contains no minimal
element. Then starting with any t ∈ S \ {1} we find in S a sequence 1 < · · · < a3 < a2 < a1 < t .
Since ai < t , for every i there exists si with t = aisi , and si < si+1 < t easily follows, proving
the existence of a sequence (2).
Clearly, if S contains a sequence (2), then S is not cyclic. 
Theorems 1 and 2 concern power series rings that have weak dimension less than or equal to
one. Since the aim of the paper is to extend these results to generalized power series rings RS,
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by the weak dimension condition. In the proof of the propositions we will apply the following
lemma.
Lemma 8. [10, Lemma 11(b)] Let a, b, c, d be elements of a ring R such that ab = cd and
aR + cR is a flat right ideal of R. Then there exist f,g,h ∈ R with af = cg and (1 − f )b = hd .
Proposition 9. Let R be a ring and S a nontrivial positively strictly ordered monoid such that
the ring RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one. Then
(i) R is von Neumann regular.
(ii) If S is commutative, then S is chain.
Proof. (i) Assume that A = RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one (i.e., all right
ideals of A are flat), and take any r ∈ R. By assumption S is nontrivial, so there exists s ∈ S \ {1}.
Since crfs = fscr , Lemma 8 implies that crf = fsg and (1 − f )fs = hcr for some f,g,h ∈ A.
Hence
rf (1) = (crf )(1) = (fsg)(1) = fs(1)g(1) = 0
and
1 − f (1) = [(1 − f )fs](s) = (hcr)(s) = h(s)r.
Thus r = r(1 − f (1)) = rh(s)r , which proves that R is von Neumann regular.
(ii) Assume that furthermore S is commutative and suppose that S is not chain. Then for some
s, t ∈ S we have s /∈ tS and t /∈ sS. Since fsft = ftfs , by Lemma 8 there exist f,g,h ∈ R such
that
fsf = ftg and (1 − f )ft = hfs. (3)
Since s /∈ tS, we deduce from the first part of (3) that f (1) = (fsf )(s) = (ftg)(s) = 0. Similarly,
using that t /∈ sS = Ss, one gets 1 = [(1 − f )ft ](t) = (hfs)(t) = 0, a contradiction. 
In the proof of Proposition 12 and in Section 3 we will need the following characterization
of semisimple Artinian rings. Recall that a ring R is said to be orthogonally finite if R has no
infinite set of mutually orthogonal idempotents. It follows from [6, Proposition 6.3] that if R is a
ring and u.dim(RR) = n < ∞, then the length of any sequence of mutually orthogonal nonzero
idempotents of R is bounded by n and thus R is orthogonally finite.
Proposition 10. For any ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is semisimple Artinian.
(2) R is orthogonally finite von Neumann regular.
(3) R is von Neumann regular and u.dim(RR) < ∞.
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We will need also the following easy observation.
Lemma 11. Let R be a ring, S a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid, and t ∈ S.
Then for any s ∈ S there exists a unique element s(t) ∈ S such that st = ts(t). For any z ∈ RS
define z(t) :S → R by z(t)(p) = z(s) if p = s(t) for some s ∈ S, and z(t)(p) = 0 otherwise. Then
z(t) ∈ RS and zft = ftz(t).
Proposition 12. Let R be a ring and S a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid such
that S is not cyclic. If the ring RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one, then R is
semisimple Artinian.
Proof. Assume that A = RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one. By Proposi-
tions 9(i) and 10, we only need to prove that R is orthogonally finite. Suppose, for contradiction,
that there exists an infinite sequence e1, e2, e3, . . . ∈ R of mutually orthogonal nonzero idempo-
tents. By Lemma 7, there exists a sequence
s1 < s2 < s3 < · · · < t ∈ S.
Define z ∈ A by z(si) = ei for all i ∈ N, and z(x) = 0 for x ∈ S \ {s1, s2, s3, . . .}. Let z(t) ∈ A be
as defined in Lemma 11. Then zft = ftz(t), and since all right ideals of A are flat, by Lemma 8
there exist f,g,h ∈ A with
zf = ftg and ft = fft + hz(t). (4)
Applying the definition of z(t) and the second part of (4) we obtain
1 = ft (t) = (fft )(t) +
(
hz(t)
)
(t) = f (1) +
∑
xy=t
h(x)z(t)(y)
= f (1) + h(x1)ei1 + h(x2)ei2 + · · · + h(xn)ein
for some n, i1, . . . , in ∈ N and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ S. Take any j ∈ N \ {i1, i2, . . . , in}. Since
eipej = 0 for all p ∈ {1,2, . . . , n}, from the above equality it follows that ej = f (1)ej . Since
sj /∈ tS, from the first part of (4) we obtain
0 = (ftg)(sj ) = (zf )(sj ) = z(sj )f (1) +
∑
xy=sj
x =sj
z(x)f (y)
= ejf (1) + ek1f (y1) + ek2f (y2) + · · · + ekmf (ym)
for some m ∈ N, y1, y2, . . . , ym ∈ S, and k1, k2, . . . , km ∈ N \ {j}. Multiplying the above equality
by ej from the left, we obtain 0 = ejf (1). As noted above, ej = f (1)ej , so ej = ejf (1)ej = 0,
a contradiction. 
Since all idempotents of a strongly regular ring are central, as an immediate consequence of
Proposition 10 we obtain the following corollary.
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product of division rings.
By Corollary 13, all orthogonally finite strongly regular rings are self-injective (see [6, Corol-
lary 3.11B]), so they are ℵ0-injective as well. On the other hand, again by Corollary 13 and [6,
Corollary 3.11B], each infinite direct product of division rings is an ℵ0-injective strongly regular
ring that is not orthogonally finite. Therefore, orthogonally finite strongly regular rings form a
proper subclass of the class of ℵ0-injective strongly regular rings.
3. Generalized power series over semisimple Artinian rings
In this section we prove an analogue of Theorem 2 for generalized power series rings with
exponents in a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid. As we observed in Proposition 12,
to get the conclusion of the theorem it is necessary to assume that the ring of coefficients is
semisimple Artinian.
We start with the following lemma, which contains an essential step to prove the main result of
this section. In the proof of the lemma we adapt some ideas from Herbera’s paper [4, Section 1].
Lemma 14. Let R be a von Neumann regular ring, S a right chain positively strictly ordered
monoid and A = RS. Then for any a, b ∈ A with aA + bA = 0 there exist s1 ∈ S, g1 = g21 ∈ R
and u1, a1, b1 ∈ A such that u1(1) = 1, cg1 = cg1u1cg1 and
aA + bA = fs1u1cg1A + fs1(a1A + b1A) and cg1(a1A + b1A) = 0.
Proof. Assume that a = 0. By Lemma 4, S is totally ordered, and thus supp(a) contains a min-
imal element s1. Since S is a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid, a = fs1a′ for some
a′ ∈ A with r0 = a′(1). Without loss of generality we can assume that b = fs1b′ for some b′ ∈ A.
Since R is von Neumann regular, there exists r ∈ R such that r0 = r0rr0. Set
g1 = r0r ∈ R and w = cg1a′crg1 + 1 − cg1 ∈ A.
Then w(1) = g1r0rg1 + 1 − g1 = 1, so by Proposition 6, w is a unit of A. Set
u1 = 1 − cg1 + a′crg1w−1, a1 = (1 − u1cg1)a′ and b1 = (1 − u1cg1)b′.
Since a = fs1a′ and b = fs1b′, and g1 = g21 , we deduce that
aA + bA = fs1u1cg1A + fs1(a1A + b1A).
Furthermore,
cg1u1 = cg1
(
cg1a
′crg1
)
w−1 = cg1(w − 1 + cg1)w−1 = cg1,
proving that cg1 = cg1u1cg1 and cg1(a1A+b1A) = 0. Moreover, u1(1) = 1−g1+r0rg1w−1(1) =
1 − g1 + g1w−1(1) = 1, which completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. Part (iv) was motivated by
[4, Corollary 1.7].
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monoid, then
(i) RS is right Bezout.
(ii) RS is right semihereditary.
(iii) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
(iv) Any principal right ideal of RS is generated by an element of the form
fs1uce1 + fs1s2uce2 + · · · + fs1s2···snucen,
where n u.dim(RR), s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ S, u is a unit of RS, and e1, e2, . . . , en are mutually
orthogonal idempotents of R.
Proof. (i) By Proposition 10 the ring R is von Neumann regular and orthogonally finite. Let
A = RS, and let a, b ∈ A be such that aA+ bA = 0. We will show that aA+ bA is a principal
right ideal. By Lemma 14 there exist s1 ∈ S, g1 = g21 ∈ R and u1, a1, b1 ∈ A such that u1(1) = 1,
cg1 = cg1u1cg1 and
aA + bA = fs1u1cg1A + fs1(a1A + b1A) and cg1(a1A + b1A) = 0.
If a1A+ b1A = 0, then applying Lemma 14 we obtain appropriate elements s2 ∈ S, g2 = g22 ∈ R
and u2, a2, b2 ∈ A. In general, if an−1A + bn−1A = 0, then Lemma 14 produces sn ∈ S, gn ∈ R
and un, an, bn ∈ A such that
gn = g2n, un(1) = 1, cgn = cgnuncgn (5)
and
an−1A + bn−1A = fsnuncgnA + fsn(anA + bnA), cgn(anA + bnA) = 0. (6)
Note that the process has to stop, i.e., there exists n with anA + bnA = 0. If not, then we have
infinite sequences {sn}, {gn}, {un}, {an}, {bn} such that (5) and (6) are satisfied for all n. In
particular, for every n we have
fsn(anA + bnA) ⊆ an−1A + bn−1A. (7)
Hence, if i < j , then using the first part of (6) and applying (7) repeatedly, we obtain
cgi fsi+1fsi+2 · · ·fsj uj cgj ∈ cgi fsi+1fsi+2 · · ·fsj−1(aj−1A + bj−1A) ⊆ cgi (aiA + biA),
and the second part of (6) implies that
fsi+1fsi+2 · · ·fsj cgi uj cgj = cgi fsi+1fsi+2 · · ·fsj uj cgj = 0. (8)
Since for any s ∈ S, fs is not a left zero-divisor of A, it follows that cgi uj cgj = 0. Now taking
values of both sides of the last equality on 1 and using that uj (1) = 1, we obtain that gigj = 0
for all i < j . Set
e1 = g1 and en = gn(1 − gn−1)(1 − gn−2) · · · (1 − g1) for n > 1. (9)
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emgn =
{
gn if m = n,
0 otherwise. (10)
Now it is easy to see that the sequence {en} consists of mutually orthogonal nonzero idempotents
of R, which contradicts the orthogonal finiteness of R.
By the above, anA + bnA = 0 for some n, and using (6) repeatedly we obtain
aA + bA = fs1u1cg1A + fs1fs2u2cg2A + · · · + fs1fs2 · · ·fsnuncgnA.
Define e1, e2, . . . , en as in (9), and let
d = fs1u1ce1 + fs1fs2u2ce2 + · · · + fs1fs2 · · ·fsnuncen . (11)
Applying (10) we obtain
fs1fs2 · · ·fsi uicgi = dcgi ,
and thus aA+ bA ⊆ dA. Since the opposite inclusion follows directly from (9), we obtain aA+
bA = dA, which proves that R is right Bezout.
(ii) Since by (i) the ring A = RS is right Bezout, to prove (ii) it suffices to show that for
every a ∈ A \ 0 the right ideal aA is projective (as a right A-module). Keeping the notations of
the proof of (i) and applying the proof to a = b we obtain that aA = dA with d defined in (11).
Set g = ce1 + ce2 + · · · + cen . Then 1 − g is an idempotent of A and thus to complete the proof
of (ii) it is enough to show that rA(d) = (1 − g)A (see [6, Exercise 2, p. 55]).
Clearly (1 − g)A ⊆ rA(d). To prove the opposite inclusion consider any f ∈ rA(d). Since for
every i  n, fsi is not a left zero-divisor of A and ei = giei , using (8) and the third part of (5) it
can be shown inductively that cei f = 0. Hence gf = 0 and thus f = (1 − g)f ∈ (1 − g)A.
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (ii) (see [6, Theorem 4.67]).
(iv) Let a ∈ A \ 0. As in the proof of (ii), keeping the notations of the proof of (i), we can
assume that aA is generated by the element d defined in (11). Clearly n  u.dim(RR), since
e1, e2, . . . , en are mutually orthogonal nonzero idempotents of R. Set
u = 1 + (1 − cg1)u1ce1 + (1 − cg2)u2ce2 + · · · + (1 − cgn)uncen . (12)
Since for any i  n we have ei = giei and cgi uicgi = cgi , it follows that cgi uicgi = cei and thus
ucei = cei + (1 − cgi )uicei = uicei . Hence
d = fs1uce1 + fs1fs2uce2 + · · · + fs1fs2 · · ·fsnucen
= fs1uce1 + fs1s2uce2 + · · · + fs1s2···snucen .
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that u is a unit of A. Since for any i  n we have
ui(1) = 1, it follows that [(1−cgi )uicei ](1) = (1−gi)ei = 0 and thus (12) implies that u(1) = 1.
Hence by Proposition 6, u is invertible in A. 
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generator of a right ideal of RS in Theorem 15(iv) can be replaced with
u(ce1fs1 + ce2fs1s2 + · · · + cenfs1s2···sn).
To see this, we apply the left-sided version of Lemma 11 to replace d defined in (11) with
d = u1ce1fs1 + u2ce2fs1s2 + · · · + uncenfs1s2···sn
(the new ui ’s preserve the property that ui(1) = 1 and cgi = cgi uicgi ). Now for u defined in (12)
we obtain a generator of the desired form.
Directly from Proposition 12 and Theorem 15 we obtain the following.
Corollary 17. Let R be a ring and S a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid that is not
cyclic. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) RS is right semihereditary.
(2) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
(3) R is semisimple Artinian.
The following corollary is a consequence of Propositions 9(ii), 12 and Theorem 15 (and its
left-sided version).
Corollary 18. Let R be a ring and S a commutative positively strictly ordered monoid that is not
cyclic. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) RS is left or right semihereditary.
(2) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
(3) R is semisimple Artinian and S is chain.
Since there exist ℵ0-injective strongly regular rings that are not orthogonally finite (see the
last paragraph of Section 2), it follows from Theorem 1 that the assumption in Corollaries 17
and 18 that S is not cyclic is necessary.
The aim of the rest of this section is to characterize orthogonally finite rings R and positively
strictly ordered monoids S such that RS is a (left and right) Bezout ring. We start with the
following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let R be a ring and S a positively strictly ordered monoid. If A = RS is left Bezout
and R is Dedekind-finite, then for any s ∈ S and a ∈ A,
fs ∈ aA ⇒ fs ∈ Aa.
Proof. Assume that fs ∈ aA, i.e., fs = ab for some b ∈ A. Since R is left Bezout, there exists
d ∈ A with Aa + Afs = Ad , and thus for some f,g,h, k ∈ A we have
d = f a + gfs, a = hd and fs = kd. (13)
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(db)(t) = [(f a + gfs)b](t) = (f ab)(t) + (gfsb)(t) = (ffs)(t) + (gfsb)(t) = 0 + 0 = 0.
From left-sided versions of Lemmas 3 and 4 we deduce that S is totally ordered, and so
1 = fs(s) = (ab)(s) = (hdb)(s) =
∑
xt=s
ts
h(x)(db)(t) = h(1)(db)(s).
Since R is Dedekind-finite, h(1) is invertible in R and thus, by Proposition 6, h is invertible in A.
Hence from (13) we obtain fs = kd = kh−1a ∈ Aa. 
The following proposition is an analogue of [4, Lemma 2.2] for Bezout generalized power
series rings.
Proposition 20. Let R be a ring and S a nontrivial positively strictly ordered monoid. If
A = RS is (left and right) Bezout and R is Dedekind-finite, then R is von Neumann regular
and S is (left and right) chain.
Proof. Let r ∈ R and take any s ∈ S \ {1}. Since A is right Bezout, there exist a,f, g,h, k ∈ A
such that
a = crf + fsg, cr = ah and fs = ak. (14)
By Lemma 19 there exists z ∈ A with fs = za. Therefore,
fs(hfs − kcr) = za(hfs − kcr) = z(crfs − fscr ) = z0 = 0.
By Lemma 3 (and its left-sided version), S is a chain monoid. Since Lemma 4 implies that S is
cancellative, fs is not a left zero-divisor and thus hfs − kcr = 0. Hence
h(1) = (hfs)(s) = (kcr )(s) = k(s)cr (1) = k(s)r,
and from the second equation of (14) we obtain
r = cr(1) = (ah)(1) = a(1)h(1) = a(1)k(s)r.
Moreover, from the first part of (14) it follows that
a(1) = (crf )(1) + (fsg)(1) = cr(1)f (1) + fs(1)g(1) = rf (1) + 0g(1) = rf (1),
and so
r = a(1)k(s)r = rf (1)k(s)r ∈ rRr.
Thus R is von Neumann regular. 
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monoid. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) RS is (left and right) Bezout.
(2) RS is left or right semihereditary, and S is (left and right) chain.
(3) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one and S is (left and right) chain.
(4) R is semisimple Artinian and S is (left and right) chain.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (4) Since R is orthogonally finite, R is Dedekind-finite (see [5, Example 21.26]).
Hence, if RS satisfies (1), then (4) is a consequence of Propositions 10 and 20.
To complete the proof note that (4) ⇒ (2) follows from Theorem 15(ii) (or from its left-
sided version), (2) ⇒ (3) is obvious (see the proof of Theorem 15(iii)), (3) ⇒ (4) follows from
Propositions 9(i) and 10, and (4) ⇒ (1) is a direct consequence of Theorem 15(i) (and its left-
sided version). 
Combining Corollary 21 with Proposition 9(ii) we obtain the following.
Corollary 22. Let R be an orthogonally finite ring and S a nontrivial commutative positively
strictly ordered monoid. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) RS is (left and right) Bezout.
(2) RS is left or right semihereditary.
(3) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one.
(4) R is semisimple Artinian and S is chain.
4. Bezout and distributive generalized power series rings
In this section we extend Theorem 1 to generalized power series rings. Recall that a ring R is
said to be right duo if all right ideals of R are ideals.
Theorem 23. Let R be a ring and S a nontrivial positively strictly ordered monoid. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) RS is right Bezout and R is strongly regular.
(2) RS is right Bezout and R is right quasi-invariant.
(3) RS is right Bezout and the right annihilator of each element of R is an ideal of R.
(4) RS is right distributive.
(5) RS has weak dimension less than or equal to one, all idempotents of R are central and S
is right chain.
(6) Either
(a) S is cyclic and R is ℵ0-injective strongly regular;
or
(b) S is not cyclic, S is right chain and R is a finite direct product of division rings.
If any of these conditions holds, then RS is right duo.
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isomorphic to Rx and the result follows directly from Theorem 1 and [4, Corollary 1.10]. Thus
for the remainder of the proof we will assume that S is not cyclic.
(1) ⇒ (2) Since every element of a strongly regular ring R is a product of a unit and a central
idempotent, all one-sided ideals of R are ideals, which proves the implication.
(2) ⇒ (4) Set J = {f ∈ A | 1 /∈ supp(f )} and let M be a maximal right ideal of A. Clearly, J
is an ideal of A. Since R is right quasi-invariant, R is Dedekind-finite, and so from Lemma 3 and
Proposition 6 it follows that J ⊆ M . Hence M/J is a maximal right ideal of the factor ring A/J .
Since A/J  R is right quasi-invariant, we deduce that M is an ideal of A, and so A is right
quasi-invariant. Now the implication follows from the well-known fact that right quasi-invariant
right Bezout rings are right distributive (see [10, Lemma 16]).
(4) ⇒ (5) In the proof of the implication we will use the well-known fact that a ring D is right
distributive if and only if for any a, b ∈ D there exist f,g,h, k ∈ D with f + g = 1, af = bh
and bg = ak (see [8, Theorem 1.6]).
First we show that S is right chain. Otherwise there exist s, t ∈ S with s /∈ tS and t /∈ sS. Since
A is right distributive, there exist f,g,h, k ∈ A such that f + g = 1, fsf = fth and ftg = fsk.
Since
f (1) = (fsf )(s) = (fth)(s) = 0 and g(1) = (ftg)(t) = (fsk)(t) = 0,
we obtain
1 = (f + g)(1) = f (1) + g(1) = 0,
a contradiction.
Next we show that R is strongly regular, which in particular will imply that idempotents of R
are central. Consider any r ∈ R. Since S is nontrivial, there exists s ∈ S \ {1}. Since A is right
distributive, there exist f,g,h, k ∈ A with f + g = 1, crf = fsh and fsg = crk. Since
rf (1) = cr(1)f (1) = (crf )(1) = (fsh)(1) = fs(1)h(1) = 0h(1) = 0
and
g(1) = fs(s)g(1) = (fsg)(s) = (crk)(s) = cr(1)k(s) = rk(s),
it follows that
r = r(f + g)(1) = r(f (1) + g(1)) = rf (1) + rg(1) = r2k(s),
so R is strongly regular.
Finally we show that R is orthogonally finite, which by Proposition 10 and Theorem 15(iii)
will finish the proof of the implication. Suppose that R contains an infinite sequence of mutually
orthogonal nonzero idempotents e1, e2, . . . . Since S is not cyclic, by Lemma 7 there exists a
sequence
s1 < s2 < s3 < · · · < t ∈ S.
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distributive, there exist f,h, k ∈ A with zf = fth and ft (1 − f ) = zh. For every i we have
si /∈ tS, and thus
0 = (fth)(si) = (zf )(si) = z(s1)f (x1) + · · · + z(si−1)f (xi−1) + z(si)f (1)
= e1f (x1) + · · · + ei−1f (xi−1) + eif (1)
for some x1, x2, . . . , xi−1 ∈ S. Multiplying this equation by ei , we obtain that eif (1) = 0 for
every i ∈ N. On the other hand,
1 − f (1) = ft (t)
(
1 − f (1))= [ft (1 − f )](t) = (zh)(t)
= z(si1)h(y1) + · · · + z(sin)h(yn) = ei1h(y1) + · · · + einh(yn)
for some n, i1, . . . , in ∈ N and y1, . . . , yn ∈ S. Take any j ∈ N \ {i1, i2, . . . , in}, then ej eik =
0 for k = 1,2, . . . , n, and from the above we obtain ej = ej − ejf (1) = ej (1 − f (1)) = 0,
a contradiction.
(5) ⇒ (6b) If (5) is satisfied, then Corollary 17 implies that R is orthogonally finite strongly
regular, and (6b) follows from Corollary 13.
(6b) ⇒ (3) If R satisfies (6b), then R is reduced and thus right annihilators of elements of R
are ideals. Moreover, A is right Bezout by Theorem 15(i).
(3) ⇒ (1) To prove that R is strongly regular, consider any r ∈ R. Since S is nontrivial, there
exists s ∈ S \ {1}. Since A is right Bezout, there exist f,g,h, k ∈ A with cr = (crf + fsg)h and
fs = (crf + fsg)k. We have
r = cr(1) =
[
(crf + fsg)h
]
(1) = (crf h)(1) + (fsgh)(1) = rf (1)h(1),
0 = fs(1) =
[
(crf + fsg)k
]
(1) = (crf k)(1) + (fsgk)(1) = rf (1)k(1),
1 = fs(s) =
[
(crf + fsg)k
]
(s) = (crf k)(s) + (fsgk)(s) = r(f k)(s) + g(1)k(1).
By the above k(1) ∈ rR(rf (1)). Since by assumption rR(rf (1)) is an ideal of R, it follows that
rg(1)k(1) = [rf (1)h(1)]g(1)k(1) = rf (1)[h(1)g(1)]k(1) = 0.
Hence
r = r1 = r[r(f k)(s) + g(1)k(1)]= r2(f k)(s) ∈ r2R,
and thus R is strongly regular.
To finish the proof we need to show that if any of the equivalent conditions (1)–(6) holds, then
A is right duo. Assume that A satisfies (6). Then, since S is not cyclic, A satisfies (6b). Hence for
some n ∈ N and division rings D1, . . . ,Dn we have R =∏ni=1 Di . It is easy to see that the ring
(
∏n
i=1 Di)S is isomorphic to the product
∏n
i=1(DiS) and thus without loss of generality we
can assume that R is a division ring. Then, by Proposition 6, any principal right ideal of A is of
the form fsA and Lemma 11 gives the desired conclusion. 
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a ring R is said to be right chain if right ideals of R are totally ordered by set inclusion. Clearly,
every right chain ring is right Bezout and right distributive.
Corollary 24. Let R be a ring and S a nontrivial positively strictly ordered monoid. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) RS is a right chain ring.
(2) R is a division ring and S is a right chain monoid.
If these conditions hold, then RS is a right duo domain.
Proof. Assume that the ring A = RS is right chain. Since a right chain ring contains only
trivial idempotents and by Theorem 23, R is strongly regular, it follows that all nonzero elements
of R are units, so R is a division ring. Moreover, again by Theorem 23, S is right chain and RS
is right duo.
Assume now that R is a division ring and S is a right chain positively strictly ordered monoid.
Then Proposition 6 implies that any nonzero element of A is of the form fsu for some s ∈ S and
a unit u ∈ A. Hence A is a domain and any principal right ideal of A is of the form fsA. Since S
is right chain, it follows that principal right ideals of A form a chain and thus A is a right chain
domain. 
From Corollary 24 it follows that if R is a division ring and S is a right chain positively strictly
ordered monoid that is not left chain (see Example 5 for such an S), then RS is a right duo
right chain domain that is neither left duo nor left chain.
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